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Overview

#FishWebinar
@FishPostGrant

 How often? … bi-monthly

 When? … 2nd Wednesday
 Topics? …
– Important decisions

– Developments
– Practice tips



Housekeeping
–

CLE

–

Questions

–

Materials
•

http://fishpostgrant.com/webinars/
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Agenda

#FishWebinar
@FishPostGrant

 Recent Statistics and Trends
 Legal Trends on Institution
 Legal Trends on Trial/Decisions
 Legal Trends on §§ 102, 103
 Coming Attractions
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Statistics
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IPR Federal Circuit Decisions
Vacated, 9, 5%
Other, 5, 3%
Rejected/Reversed, 4,
2%

Denied, 5, 3%

Affirmed, 132,
76%

Source: DocketNavigator, as of 1/10/2017
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Federal Circuit Volume
Federal Circuit Oral Arguments 2013-2017
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Federal Circuit Summary Affirmance Percentage
Rule 36 % at Federal Circuit (orange = PTO appeals; blue = all appeals)
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Trends at the PTAB: Volume
District Court patent filings down 26% in 2016; PTAB filings down only
2%
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*3/7/2017; Source: DocketNavigator Analytics

AIA Petitions Have Exceeded Expectations . .
1%

6,507 AIA
Petitions Filed
Since 2012
91%

IPR

Source: DocketNavigator, data current as of 3/7/2017

CBM

PGR
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Technology Breakdown by USPTO Tech Center (2013Present)
Chemical
7%
Bio/Pharma
9%

Mechanical/Business
Method
25%

Electrical/Computer
59%

Source: LexMachina, data current as of 3/6/2017; Design
Patents make up <1% of remaining petitions
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Legal Trends on Institution
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Legal Trends on Institution
 Possible reviewability of PTAB time-bar analysis

– Wi-Fi One v. Broadcom (under en banc review)
 Non-reviewability of other institution aspects

– Cuozzo; Husky Injection Molding; Medtronic v. Bosch
 Narrowing of CBM status

– Unwired Planet; Secure Axcess
 Estoppel effects from non-institution for redundancy
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Legal Trends on Institution: Time-Bar Review?
Wi-Fi One, LLC v. Broadcom Corp.
•

•

PTAB history:
•

Wi-Fi One contended that Broadcom
was been in privity with accused
infringers in litigation >1 year
previous

•

PTAB rejected this argument, and
denied Wi-Fi One’s request for
further discovery

•

Went on to find claims anticipated

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

Sept 16: CAFC panel found the PTAB’s
time-bar decision not reviewable
[837 F.3d 1329—Dyk, BRYSON, Reyna (diss.)]

•

Found nothing in Cuozzo to upset
previous CAFC authority (Achates
Reference Publishing) that time-bar
determinations not reviewable under
§ 314(d)

•

Judge Reyna disagreed, but
concluded that Wi-Fi One would not
prevail on merits anyway
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Legal Trends on Institution: Time-Bar Review?
Wi-Fi One, LLC v. Broadcom Corp.
•

Jan. 4: En banc Federal Circuit vacated the
panel opinion and called for new briefing, to
be complete by Mar. 29 [2017 U.S. App. LEXIS 61]
•

Oral argument not yet scheduled

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

•

Does the § 315(b) time bar:
•

Limit the PTAB’s authority to
invalidate claims?
•

•

Limit only a particular petitioner’s
right to challenge claims in IPR?
•

•

(In which case time bar
determinations may be
reviewable under § 319), or

(Achates relied on such
reasoning to find time bar
determinations non-reviewable
under § 314(d))

Does Cuozzo change the picture?
(panel opinion held no)
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Legal Trends on Institution: Non-Reviewability
Background: Cuozzo
•

Affirmed that IPR institutions
generally not reviewable [136 S. Ct. 2131]

•

But reserved possibility of judicial
review in some circumstances:

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

Slip op. at 11
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Legal Trends on Institution: Non-Reviewability
Husky Injection Molding
•

Appeal dismissed for lack of jurisdiction
[838 F.3d 1236—LOURIE, Plager (CIP/DIP), Stoll]

•

•

Institution notwithstanding assignor
estoppel concerns raised by PO neither
raised due process problems nor
indicated ultra vires action by the PTAB

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

Decision to institute non-reviewable

Medtronic v. Bosch Healthcare
•

Appeal dismissed for lack of jurisdiction
[839 F.3d 1382—Lourie, DYK, Hughes]

•

PTAB had instituted, and then on
reconsideration vacated and terminated

•

PTAB did not lack authority for such
action

•

The Board’s reasoning in vacating its own
institution was non-reviewable
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Legal Trends on Institution: CBM Status
 Unwired Planet v. Google

– Vacated PTAB determination that patent relating to restricting access to
wireless device information was a CBM patent [841 F.3d 1376—REYNA, Plager, Hughes]

– Neither statute nor PTO regs address patent claims “incidental to” or
“complementary to” financial activity as CBM

AIA Definition of “CBM”

PTAB’s Recitation of Standard

“[A] patent that claims a method or
corresponding apparatus for performing data processing or other operations used in the practice, administration, or management of a financial
product or service, except that the
term does not include patents for
technological inventions.”

“The proper inquiry . . . is whether the
patent claims activities that are
financial in nature, incidental to a
financial activity, or complementary
to a financial activity.
Google v. Unwired Planet, 2014 WL 1396978, at *7

America Invents Act, § 18(d)(1)
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Legal Trends on Institution: CBM Status
Secure Axcess v. PNC Bank
– Reversed PTAB determination
that patent relating to
authenticating web pages was
CBM [2017 WL 676601—Lourie (diss.), PLAGER, Taranto]

– Citing Unwired Planet, rejected
PTAB’s reasoning that claims
were “incidental to” financial
activity as inconsistent with statute
or regulations

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

– Though specification repeatedly
cited use in banks, claims
themselves did not recite
specifically financial activities
– Lourie dissent: Specification’s
many references to use in banks
sufficient to confer CBM status
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Legal Trends on Institution: Estoppel
Shaw v. Automated Creel Systems
[817 F.3d 1293—MOORE, Reyna (concurring specially), Wallach)]

– Partially vacated IPR
obviousness determination

– Declined to review decision
not to institute for redundancy

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

– But noted non-estoppel for
redundant grounds:
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Legal Trends on
Trial/Decisions
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Legal Trends on Trial
 Amendment flexibility for patent owners

– In re Aqua Products; Veritas Techs. v. Veeam Software
 Due process considerations

– In re NuVasive I
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Legal Trends on Trial: Amendment Flexibility
In re Aqua Products
•

PTAB had denied motion to
substitute claims, finding that Aqua
had failed to prove their
nonobviousness

•

May 25: CAFC panel affirmed

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

[823 F.3d 1369—Prost, REYNA, Stark]

• Rejected Aqua’s argument
that placing burden on Patent
Owner was inconsistent with
statute
• Found no abuse of discretion
in Board’s conclusion that
Aqua failed to carry that
burden
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Legal Trends on Trial: Amendment Flexibility
In re Aqua Products
•

August 12: En banc Federal Circuit
vacated panel opinion and called for
new briefing [833 F.3d 1335]

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

•

On motions to amend claims, may
PTO require patent owner to bear
burden of persuasion, or burden of
production, regarding patentability?

•

If an IPR petitioner does not
challenge a proposed claim’s
patentability, may the Board raise
patentability concerns sua sponte?

•

December 9: Oral argument held
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Legal Trends on Trial: Amendment Flexibility
Veritas Techs. v. Veeam Software
[835 F.3d 1406—Lourie, O’Malley, TARANTO]

– Vacated denial of contingent
motion to amend
– Motion had described how claim
as a whole overcame cited art, but
did not discuss novelty of one key
feature (“file level” data
restoration)

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

– Denial for failure to discuss
novelty of this feature alone was
arbitrary/capricious
• Sole issue was whether claim

as a whole met novelty and
nonobviousness standards
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Legal Trends on Trial: Due Process
In re NuVasive I
[841 F.3d 966—Moore, Wallach, TARANTO]

– Vacated IPR obviousness
determination that was based on
an argument arising only in
Petitioner’s Reply

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

– APA violation, denying NuVasive
of meaningful opportunity to
address
• Opportunity to cross Petr.’s

expert insufficient
– (NB: As to a related IPR,
NuVasive I found no APA violation
where the initial Petition had
presented the argument better)
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Legal Trends on §§ 102, 103
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Legal Trends on §§ 102, 103
 Limiting § 103 shortcuts in PTAB decisions

– In re Van Os; Personal Web v. Apple; Icon Health v. Strava;
In re NuVasive II
 Obviousness: Secondary considerations continues to be a theme

– ClassCo v. Apple
 Priority/inventorship: Flexibility in diligence analysis

– Perfect Surgical Techniques
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Legal Trends on § 103: Limiting Shortcuts
 In re Van Os

[844 F.3d 1359—Newman (CIP/DIP), MOORE, Wallach]

– Vacated obviousness rejection in initial prosecution for conclusory
reasoning, failure to clearly establish reason for PHOSITA to combine
references as proposed
 Personal Web Techs. v. Apple

[2017 WL 587132—TARANTO, Chen, Stoll]

– Vacated IPR obviousness determination for failure to expressly locate
each limitation in references, failure to demonstrate reason to create
proposed combination
 Icon Health & Fitness v. Strava

[2017 WL 744548—O’Malley (CIP/DIP), Reyna, WALLACH]

– Partially vacated IPRx obviousness determination
– Failed to discuss some party arguments, and to demonstrate reason for
combination
– Attempted incorporation-by-reference of examiner’s arguments (which
incorporated Strava’s arguments) was improper
 In re NuVasive II

[842 F.3d 1376—Moore, WALLACH, Taranto]

– Vacated IPR obviousness determination for failure to make proper findings
as to reason to combine references
29

Legal Trends on § 103: Secondary Considerations
ClassCo v. Apple [838 F.3d 1214—Taranto, Bryson, STOLL]

– Affirmed IPRx obviousness
determination
– Error (harmless) in dismissing
ClassCo’s evidence of praise and
commercial success
• Praise should be considered,

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

even if claims are broader than
the praised features

• Commercial success can include

success in markets that include
nonpatented products

– Further evidence of current interest in
secondary considerations
• Particularly when read in

conjunction with Apple v.
Samsung Elecs., 839 F.3d 1034
(Fed. Cir. Oct. 7, 2016) (en banc)
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Legal Trends on Priority: Diligence
Perfect Surgical Techniques v.
Olympus Am. [841 F.3d 1004—MOORE, Schall (DIP), O’Malley]
– Vacated IPR anticipation/
obviousness determination

– Emphasizes “rule of reason” and
criticizes formalistic approach to
diligence review

Paste Patent/ Complaint
snip here
Dark Blue Boarder

“A patent owner need not prove the
inventor continuously exercised
reasonable diligence throughout the
critical period; it must show there
was reasonably continuous diligence.”
841 F.3d at 1009
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Coming Attractions
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Coming Attractions
Return Mail, Inc. v. USPS (Prost Newman Wallach) 02-13-17
 Issue: Can an arm of the government file a CBM, since it cannot be sued for

“infringement”?

 Patentee: Congress did not say “infringement” in 28 USC 1498
 Petitioner: Congress said “infringement” generally in the CBM statute and did

not say Section 271 infringement specifically.
 Reviewability: Is this a decision at initiation that cannot be raised at all on

appeal –Cuozzo, Versata, and Achates.

 Bonus: There’s a Section 101 substantive issue around the potentially

abstract idea of “relaying mailing address data.” Patentee emphasizes that its
invention is not an improvement to computers, but is instead a particular
improvement to mail handling.
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Coming Attractions
Google Inc. v. SimpleAir, Inc. (Dyk Clevenger Hughes) 02-06-17
 Does an IPR petitioner lose Article III standing if it has been found in litigation

to not infringe?
 Google says it hasn’t received a covenant not to sue, and SimpleAir says it’s

worried about handing out a huge implied license.
 The Board applied a BRI standard but said the construction would not change

under Phillips, and the patent has since expired.
 Google argues that the Board read limitations into the claim term “central

broadcast server” to require it to receive data from multiple sources.

 SimpleAir says the Federal Circuit cannot reach a proper construction unless

the petitioner sought that construction in its petition. From the panel: “Who
cares about the Board’s rule? We’re not the Board. We’re not bound by the
Board’s rule.”
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Coming Attractions
(Lourie Moore Taranto) 02-06-17Nidec Motor v. Zhongshan Broad
Ocean Motor
 Issue: How does inherent anticipation work under the Kennemetal

rationale that a reference anticipates, even if it fails to disclose a
particular element, as long as a skilled artisan “would readily envision”
that element?
 The technical issue is what is occurring between certain functional

blocks shown in a circuit diagram in the prior art (i.e., with respect to
whether a certain value is in a stationary frame of reference or a rotating
frame of reference).
 Petitioner’s expert apparently said the disclosure was “implicit” because

it “would be obvious.”
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Coming Attractions
In Re Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC (Taranto Chen Stoll) 01xx-17
 IPRx Estoppel: whether petitioner is estopped on art another petitioner

asserted if the PTO combines the proceedings and lets all the petitioners
comment on all the rejections.
 There is also a question whether Patentee was required to seek

reconsideration after petitioning twice on some issue so as to exhaust
remedies under Bennet v. Spear.
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Post-Grant Resources
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Resources

#FishWebinar
@FishPostGrant

• Fish websites:
• Post-Grant for Practitioners: http://fishpostgrant.com/webinars/
• General: http://fishpostgrant.com/

• IPR: http://fishpostgrant.com/inter-partes-review/
• PGR: http://fishpostgrant.com/post-grant-review/
• Rules governing post-grant: http://fishpostgrant.com/

• Post-Grant App: http://fishpostgrant.com/app/

• Post-Grant Radio: http://fishpostgrant.com/podcasts/

• USPTO sites:
• AIA Main: http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/index.jsp
• Inter Partes: http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/bpai.jsp
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Fish Webinar

Mark your Calendar!
Our next Post-Grant for Practitioners webinar will be on
May 10, 2017 (1:00PM – 2:00PM ET)
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#FishWebinar
@FishPostGrant

Thank You!
John Dragseth
Principal
Twin Cities
dragseth@fr.com
612-337-2550

Rob Courtney
Principal
Twin Cities
courtney@fr.com
612-766-2077

Please send your NY CLE forms or questions about the webinar
to Lauren McGovern at mcgovern@fr.com
A replay of the webinar and a copy of the slides will be available
for viewing at http://www.fishpostgrant.com/webinars

© Copyright 2017 Fish & Richardson P.C. These materials may be considered advertising for legal services under the laws and rules of professional conduct of
the jurisdictions in which we practice. The material contained in this presentation has been gathered by the lawyers at Fish & Richardson P.C. for informational
purposes only, is not intended to be legal advice and does not establish an attorney-client relationship. Legal advice of any nature should be sought from legal
counsel. Unsolicited e-mails and information sent to Fish & Richardson P.C. will not be considered confidential and do not create an attorney-client relationship
with Fish & Richardson P.C. or any of our attorneys. Furthermore, these communications and materials may be disclosed to others and may not receive a
response. If you are not already a client of Fish & Richardson P.C., do not include any confidential information in this message. For more information about
Fish & Richardson P.C. and our practices, please visit www.fr.com.
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